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  Plassey College organizes Annual Sports Meet every year. Throughout the 
year students of the college take part in various competitions across the 
state and nation and win laurels. This year the annual sports meet was 
marked by much enthusiasm and fervor among  the students and teachers.   
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event as a part of co- curricular activities. The annual sports were held in the college ground in a befitting 
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Sitting arrangements for the guests and 

spectators were made under a large canopy. 
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Athletes of the year were Lalchand Shaikh 

and Tushi Mali in boys and girls category 
respectively. Dr Basant Kumar 

 
Pradhan, 

Principal 
of the 

College 
rewarded 

them for their 

performance in the university district and 
state level. Spectators enjoyed the excellent 
performance of the students in the events.. At 
the end of the programme, the winners were 
awarded different attractive prizes along with 
certificates. Special attraction of the athletic 
meet was a 100 metre race for the tiny 
volunteers, all of whom were given prizes for 
their precious co-operation.The Principal 
thanked all for their participation in the 
annual sports ceremony and declared the end 
of the ceremony at 4 pm. All students, 
teachers, guardians, and invited guests 
enjoyed the sports-meet greatly. 

 
 


